Hi guys!

Let me tell you something about myself. My name is Andrew Mytro and I am an Illustrator based in Ukraine. I am so in love with cars that from my early childhood on I tried to drop a drawing of a car everywhere. Whether it was a landscape painted with oil on canvas or a copy of the World History book at school.

My grandmother told me that if you draw something, it will come true. So I started to paint cars and did not stop ever since. Every day I look at your work with the #ColorYourBenz tag and feel like we create these pictures together.

This coloring book is for you to brighten up the long days while staying at home.

I know how difficult it is to stay at home but this is only a temporary measure. Soon everything will certainly get better and a bright streak will come.

Oh, just one important thing - this book has no age restrictions! I can’t wait to see how you work on these coloring illustrations.